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A B S T R A C T

We introduce a new variant of the customer order scheduling problem with missing operations to minimize
total tardiness. This problem arises in the pharmaceutical industry, more specifically in physical–chemical
analysis processes. Since each sample must be processed in some specific machines, we have missing operations.
Given the NP-hardness of the problem, we present approximate algorithms to solve large-sized instances. First,
we propose an innovative size-reduction matheuristic for a scheduling problem with due dates. This approach is
based on partitioning the decision variables considering due dates and a dispatch rule. Furthermore, we develop
a novel Biased Random Key Genetic Algorithm (BRKGA) that considers an efficient local search as 2-opt best
improvement with swap neighborhood and a parameter-free restart procedure which restarts the search if the
quality of the worst and best solutions were equal, minimizing the amount of parameters to be defined by
the BRKGA. We perform computational experiments on 640 test instances to evaluate the proposed solution
approaches. The results indicate the superiority of BRKGA compared to the competitive algorithms for order
scheduling and its recent variants. In all set of instances, the novel BRKGA performed better than benchmarking
methods and mathematical programming models, with average relative deviation index regarding best results
as lower as 0.15%. Computational results point to the capacity of the proposed approaches to solve large-sized
problems.
1. Introduction

In the last few years, the interest in assembly scheduling problems
increased substantially [1]. Nowadays, companies are faced with new
technologies and actuation at a global level. The customer orders are
produced in several production lines and assembled in a final operation.
If the processing time of the assembly operation is null, we have
the customer order scheduling environment. In this context, since the
products present due dates associated with the customer requirements,
the minimization of total tardiness plays a key role in production
planning.

Production sequencing problems in which some jobs can be skipped
in some machines appear in many real-world scenarios, such as the
steel industry [2]. Several researchers have reported production envi-
ronments with missing operations, such as permutation flowshop [3,4],
two-stage hybrid flowshop [2], multi-stage hybrid [5], cellular man-
ufacturing [6]. Several researchers have reported production environ-
ments with energy efficient problems and soft computing techniques [7,
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8]. Concerning customer order scheduling, in the classical variant with
total tardiness minimization, there are 𝑚 independent single-machine
scheduling problems where each machine presents the same fixed
permutation [9]. With the missing operations, there are distinct routes.

The variant under study appears in the pharmaceutical industry,
more precisely in laboratories for quality control of raw materials, in-
process products, and completed goods. The planning of the laboratory
is based on the correct resource allocation, aiming at reducing the
operational costs as well as the lead times.

We present an overview of the process in the laboratory. First, the
laboratory receives samples of raw materials and finished products
that must be analyzed in distinct types of equipment. The samples
arrive in the laboratory, requiring a specific analysis of several types of
equipment (machines). Each sample presents a given due date as well
as setup time. In the following topics, we describe the main assumptions
of the problem under study:
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• Each analysis must be processed for one machine among the set
of available machines in the laboratory.

• Each machine can perform a given type of analysis.
• The processing and setup times are deterministic and previously

known.
• The due dates are defined taking into consideration the urgency

of each type of sample.
• The analysis for each sample not necessarily must be performed

by all the available machines.
• Since a sample is analyzed in a given machine, it must be pre-

pared for the next analysis, and this setup time depends on the
type of sample.

Since the setup times are order-dependent, they can be added to
he processing times. In this variant, some orders are not processed
n all machines. Thereby, we observe a new variant of the customer
rder scheduling considering missing operations to minimize the total
ardiness. A set of orders must be processed on a set of machines with
pecific processing times, and each order does not need to be processed
n all machines. Therefore, there are missing operations. The new
roblem has the form 𝐷𝑃𝑚 → 0|𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔|𝛴𝑇 in the notation proposed

by Framinan et al. [1].
In this paper, our main contributions are listed below:

• We introduce the customer order scheduling with missing opera-
tions.

• We develop two analytical models: mixed-integer linear program-
ming (MILP) formulation, and a constraint programming (CP)
model.

• We propose a new matheuristic named size reduction with par-
titions (SR-Q) which is developed for scheduling problems with
due dates.

• We develop an innovative BRKGA which considers a robust im-
provement procedure and a parameter-free restart operator.

• We perform computational experiments with a testbed with 640
test instances.

In this paper, we present a customer order scheduling environment
with missing operations and total tardiness minimization. We propose
a size-reduction heuristic and a BRKGA that outperforms the JPO
matheuristic, Framinan and Perez-Gonzalez [10] and adapted to the
problem under study, for the large-sized test instances. Finally, we
perform extensive computational experiments.

The main contributions and innovations of the new BRKGA are the
application of a local search 2-opt best improvement procedure as a
search intensification mechanism that considers the swap neighbor-
hood of the problem and the restart mechanism with parameter-free
to restart the search process if there are no more improvements in the
BRKGA loop when the quality of the best individual are equal to the
worst individual of the population, thus reducing the amount of BRKGA
parameters and simplifying the parameterization of the metaheuristic.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2
presents the literature review. Section 3 addresses the problem state-
ment as well as the MILP and CP models. In Section 4, we propose an
innovative size-reduction matheuristic with partitions. In Section 5 we
describe the computational results. Finally, in Section 6 we present the
main finding ans suggestion for future studies.

2. Literature review

The production environment addressed in this paper was not re-
ported yet. In this context, we present some related approaches. Sung
and Yoon [11] studied a variant where the orders have distinct com-
ponents produced by specialized and independent machines. The ob-
jective function is the weighted total completion time minimization. As
solution procedures, two constructive heuristics are developed. Ahmadi
2

et al. [12] addressed the coordinated customer order scheduling with
weighted completion time minimization. A Lagrangian heuristic and
three constructive heuristics are presented as solution procedures. The
heuristics developed by Leung et al. [13] improved the results of the
solution approaches previously addressed. Still regarding the weighted
total completion time objective, Wu et al. [14] introduced a variant
with ready times. Some dominance relation are considered in a Branch-
and-Bound (B&B) algorithm. Furthermore, five constructive heuristic
are adapted to the problem and study and used as initial solutions for
a Iterated Greedy (IG) algorithm.

Concerning the total completion time objective, Shi et al. [15]
developed quadratic modeling, which is transformed into an equiv-
alent MILP formulation. A nested partition algorithm is proposed as
a solution approach. Framinan and Perez-Gonzalez [16] presented a
constructive heuristic and a metaheuristic as solution procedures that
outperform the existing algorithms for this variant. Riahi et al. [17]
improved the constructive heuristic developed by Framinan and Perez-
Gonzalez [16]. This algorithm is an initial solution for a metaheuristic
that combines perturbative and constructive procedures.

Kung et al. [18] studied a variant considering unequal order ready
times for the total completion time minimization. As solution proce-
dures, eight metaheuristic are developed. Computational experiments
point to the superiority of simulated annealing-based algorithms in
comparison with genetic algorithms. With respect to the minimization
of the weighted number of tardy orders objective, Lin et al. [19] studied
a variant with release dates. As theoretical results, some dominance
rules and a lower bound are presented. As solution procedures, a
branch-and-bound (B&B) algorithm and with bee colony metaheuristic
are developed.

Concerning the total tardiness minimization, Lee [9] proposed four
constructive algorithms. Among them, the order modified due date
(OMDD) returned the best results. Framinan and Perez-Gonzalez [10]
proposed the FP algorithm that outperforms the OMDD heuristic. In
addition, two matheuristics (JPF and JPO) are introduced for the
problem under study. Computational results point to the superiority of
the JPO algorithm.

More recently, some studies have included sequence-dependent
setup times in the customer order scheduling environment. Prata et al.
[20] introduced the variant for the makespan minimization. Since this
is an NP-hard problem, two matheuristics are presented as solution
approaches. Prata et al. [21] addressed the total completion time
objective. As the solution approach, a discrete differential evolution
metaheuristic was proposed. Computational results pointed out the
superiority of this algorithm in comparison with other existing solution
procedures. Antonioli et al. [22] considered total tardiness minimiza-
tion. Two constructive heuristics were proposed, as well as a hybrid
matheuristic based on the JPO algorithm [10].

Based on the revised literature, the following research gaps can be
emphasized:

• The customer order scheduling problem with missing operations
was not addressed yet in the current literature.

• The total tardiness performance measure is a topic little studied
in the customer order scheduling environment.

• The development of a hybrid metaheuristic for a customer or-
der scheduling problem is still rather limited in the available
literature.

3. Problem description and exact methods

The problem under study considers a set of orders, with some
missing operations and order-dependent setup times to be added with
the process times and processed in a set of dedicated parallel machines.
The objective function is the total tardiness minimization. Let a set of
𝑚 dedicated parallel machines and a set of 𝑘 orders to be fulfilled, in
which each order presents a due date 𝑑𝑘. In each machine, a given order
presents an associated processing time 𝑝 for each existing operation.
𝑖𝑘
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Fig. 1. Gantt chart of an example solution for presented order scheduling instance (total tardiness = 11 u.t.).
Fig. 2. Gantt chart of the best solution for presented order scheduling instance (total tardiness = 7 u.t.).
Table 1
Operations and processing times for order scheduling
with missing operations example.
𝑝𝑖𝑗 𝑂1 𝑂2 𝑂3 𝑂4 𝑂5

𝑀1 3 – 2 3 3
𝑀2 4 1 2 – 2
𝑑𝑘 4 5 6 8 4

For representing the missing operations, we use a boolean parameter
𝑎𝑖𝑘 equals to one if the order 𝑘 is processed in machine 𝑖, being zero
otherwise and 𝛩 is the percentage of the processing time matrix with
missing operations.

A feasible solution for the problem is a permutation 𝛱 = {𝜋1,… , 𝜋𝑛}
in which 𝜋𝑗 ∈ 𝛱 is the order to be produced in the position 𝑗 of the
production sequence. The completion time 𝐶𝑖𝜋𝑗 of the operation from
order 𝜋𝑗 processed in position 𝑗 of machine 𝑖 is given by Eq. (1):

𝐶𝑖𝜋𝑗 =
𝑗
∑

𝑞=1
𝑝𝑖𝜋𝑞𝑎𝑖𝜋𝑞 (1)

We can define the completion time 𝐶𝜋𝑗 for the order 𝜋𝑗 in position 𝑗
of sequence 𝛱 as the maximum completion time among all the realized
operations, as expressed by Eq. (2):

𝐶𝜋𝑗 = max
1≤𝑖≤𝑚

{𝐶𝑖𝜋𝑗 } (2)

Thus, we can compute the tardiness 𝑇𝜋𝑗 for each order based on
Eq. (3):

𝑇𝜋𝑗 = max{𝐶𝜋𝑗 − 𝑑{𝜋𝑗}; 0} (3)

Table 1 presents an illustrative example with 𝑚 = 2 and 𝑛 = 5.
Fig. 1 describes a Gantt chart with the example solution of the

instance illustrated in Table 1. The solution is defined as the sequence
of orders on each machine 𝛱 = {3, 2, 1, 5, 4}. Each machine has the
same sequence of orders. The solution has a total tardiness of 11 time
units (u.t.).
3

The solution in Fig. 1 has a total tardiness of 11 u.t. Orders 1, 5,
and 4 have tardiness of 3, 5, and 3 u.t., respectively. Fig. 2 illustrates
the optimal solution for the instance, with the smallest total tardiness
of 7 u.t. For the solution in Fig. 2, some orders finish in sync or
before their due dates, which contributes to the reduction of the total
tardiness, such as orders 2, 5, 3 and 4 that do not generate delays in
their processing, unlike the solution in Fig. 1 that only order 3 and 2
does not finish late.

We are investigating the generation of production sequences that
minimizes the total tardiness with missing operations. This is an NP-
hard problem since it can be reduced to the 𝐷𝑃𝑚 → 0||𝛴𝑇𝑗 if the
number of missing operations is zero. Hereafter, the notation used for
the problem modeling is presented.

3.1. Mixed-integer linear programming model

Below we presented a new mixed-integer linear programming model
for the order scheduling with missing operations.

Indices and sets

𝑘: index for orders {1,2, . . . , 𝑛}.

𝑗: index for positions {1,2, . . . , 𝑛}.

𝑖: index for machines {1,2, . . . , 𝑚}.

Parameters

𝑝𝑖𝑘: processing time of the order 𝑘 in the machine 𝑖.

𝑎𝑖𝑘 =

{

1, if the order 𝑘 is produced in machine 𝑖
0, otherwise

Decision variables

𝑇𝑗 : tardiness of order in the position 𝑗.

𝑥𝑘𝑗 =

{

1, if the order 𝑘 is scheduled in position 𝑗

0, otherwise
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The proposed mixed-integer programming model is presented as
follows.

minimize
𝑛
∑

𝑗=1
𝑇𝑗 (4)

subject to
𝑛
∑

𝑘=1
𝑥𝑘𝑗 = 1, ∀𝑗 (5)

𝑛
∑

𝑗=1
𝑥𝑘𝑗 = 1, ∀𝑘 (6)

𝑇𝑗 ≥
𝑛
∑

𝑘=1

(

𝑗
∑

𝑟=1
𝑝𝑖𝑘𝑎𝑖𝑘𝑥𝑘𝑟 − 𝑑𝑘𝑥𝑘𝑗

)

, ∀𝑖, 𝑗 (7)

𝑇𝑗 ≥ 0, ∀𝑗 (8)

𝑥𝑘𝑗 ∈ {0, 1}, ∀𝑘, 𝑗 (9)

Eq. (4) is the total tardiness to be minimized. Constraints (5) estab-
lish that a given order is processed only in a position 𝑘. Constraints (6)
enforce that a position 𝑘 receives only a job 𝑗. Constraints (7) determine
the tardiness for each order, considering processing and setup times,
as well as the missing operations. Finally, constraint sets (8), and (9)
determine the scope of the decision variables. The proposed model
presents 𝑛2 binary decision variables, 𝑛 continuous decision variables
and 𝑛(𝑚 + 3) integer linear constraints.

3.2. Constraint programming model

Constraint programming is a modeling approach for combinatorial
optimization problems. Mainly for problems that are not easily rep-
resented using integer linear programming equations [23]. Constraint
programming was initially proposed for artificial intelligence problems.
However, it has obtained competitive results in production, operations,
and project scheduling problems [24].

The order scheduling problem can be defined using constraint pro-
gramming equations and the same indexes, sets, and parameters in the
presented linear programming model. With the CP model, the prob-
lem can be represented with interval and discrete decision variables.
Interval variables represent an operation or task to be processed. In ad-
dition, constraint programming uses integer variables similar to MILP.
The present project uses IBM’s CP Optimize solver for modeling and
solving the CP model. This solver has obtained good results on recent
production scheduling problems, such as general scheduling [25,26],
parallel machines [27,28], flow shop [29], job shop [30,31], and open
shop [32,33].

Next, we illustrate a new CP model for order scheduling considering
missing operations. This CP model uses intervals and variables to rep-
resent the operations of jobs in machines, integer variables to represent
completion time and tardiness of orders, and the same indexes and
parameters of the MILP model.

Decision variables

𝑥𝑖𝑘: an interval variable to indicate the operation of order 𝑘 in machine
𝑖 with a duration 𝑝𝑖𝑘 just of operations with non-zero processing
times (𝑎𝑖𝑘 = 1).

𝑘: completion time of order 𝑘.

𝑘: tardiness of order 𝑘.

The CP model for the problem under study is presented below:

minimize
𝑛
∑

𝑇𝑘 (10)
4

𝑘=1
e

Table 2
Resume of comparison of the models.

Model Number of IVs Number of CVs Number of constraints

MILP 𝑛2 𝑛 𝑛2 + 𝑛
CP 𝑚𝑛 + 2𝑛* N/A 𝑚𝑛 + 𝑚 + 𝑛

subject to

noOverlap
(

[

𝑥𝑖𝑘
]

𝑘,𝑎𝑖𝑘=1

)

, ∀𝑖 (11)

𝐶𝑘 ≥ endOf
(

𝑥𝑖𝑘
)

, ∀𝑖, 𝑘, 𝑎𝑖𝑘 = 1 (12)

𝑇𝑘 ≥ 𝐶𝑘 − 𝑑𝑘, ∀𝑘 (13)

interval 𝑥𝑖𝑘, size = 𝑝𝑖𝑘, ∀𝑖, 𝑘, 𝑎𝑖𝑘 = 1 (14)

𝐶𝑘 ≥ 0, ∀𝑘 (15)

𝑇𝑘 ≥ 0, ∀𝑘 (16)

Eq. (10) is the total tardiness minimization. Constraint set (11)
enforces that a machine 𝑖 processes only one order at a time (over-
lap constraints). Constraint set (12) calculates the completion time of
orders with the maximum completion time of all operations of order
𝑘 in all machines. Constraint set (13) calculates the tardiness of order
𝑘. Finally, constraints (14), (15), and (16) define the scope of decision
variables.

We compare the main components of order scheduling models
with MILP and CP. MILP model uses positional notation for decision
variables. The constraint with the largest size is the one found in Eq. (7)
with the worst case complexity of 𝑂 (𝑚𝑛). The MILP model has alto-
gether 2𝑛+𝑚𝑛 constraints and 𝑛2 + 𝑛 decision variables, of which 𝑛 are
eal and 𝑛2 are binary integers [34]. The proposed CP model applies
euristic approaches in logical constraints of the problem to reduce
he search space and improve the branching strategy of the solver.
oreover, the CP solver keeps an ability to find feasible initial solu-

ions quickly due to explorations of the combinatorial domain of the
roblem [23]. Using logical constraints, the CP model can significantly
educe the number of decision variables and constraints, improving the
erformance of combinatorial production scheduling problems.

We compare the main components of order scheduling models
ith MILP and CP. MILP model uses positional notation for decision
ariables. The constraint with the largest size is the one found in Eq. (7)
ith the worst case complexity of 𝑂 (𝑚𝑛). The MILP model has alto-
ether 2𝑛+𝑚𝑛 constraints and 𝑛2 + 𝑛 decision variables, of which 𝑛 are
eal and 𝑛2 are binary integers [34]. The CP model uses logical model-
ng and applies heuristic approaches to reduce the search space for the
roblem solution. In addition, exploring the combinatorial search space
f the problem makes it very fast for CP to find a viable solution [23].
his result is very important when modeling combinatorial problems
uch as production scheduling, as it may mainly use logical modeling
echniques. This reduces the number of decision variables and model
onstraints.

The new CP model is presented in Eqs. (10)–(16). We used the
equence problems notation of the CP Optimizer solver. Eq. (12) illus-
rates the constraint with the largest size with the complexity of only
(𝑛𝑚) in the worst case. The proposed CP model is formed by 𝑚𝑛+𝑚+𝑛
onstraints and 𝑚𝑛+ 2𝑛 decision variables. The decision variables have
iscrete types such as interval or integer decision variables. Table 2
hows a comparison of models with the number of integers or discrete
ariables (IVs), continuous variables (CVs), and constraints (* the deci-
ion variables of CP are discrete and their types are interval or integer
ypes). Analyzing Table 2, the two proposed exact models have similar
omplexity of constraints and decision variables. However, similar
odels will not necessarily have the same performance, therefore all
xact methods will be performed in Section 5.4.
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Fig. 3. Pseudocode of the algorithm SR-𝑄.

4. Proposed solution approaches

The following subsections describe the new proposed matheuris-
tic SR-Q and metaheuristic BRKGA with local search and parameter-
free restart procedure for the order scheduling problem with missing
operations.

4.1. Size reduction with partitions

In combinatorial optimization problems with permutation encoding,
we usually face binary decision variables in which the majority of the
decision variables values with null values in a feasible solution. In this
situation, we could reduce the number of decision variables, fixing
a subset of the total number of decision variables as zero. Thus, we
can solve the model with this reduction with a lesser computational
effort [35]. However, we cannot guarantee that the optimal solution of
the reduced problem is the optimal solution for the original problem.

Fanjul-Peyro and Ruiz [36] introduced the size reduction heuristic
for the unrelated parallel machine scheduling problem to minimize
the makespan. In this approach, the decision variables associated with
the highest processing times are set as zero, and the model with the
remainder free decision variables is solved.

Several studies have presented matheuristics as extensions and im-
provements of MILP models in production scheduling problems [20,37,
38]. The SR-Q matheuristic is a natural extension of the proposed MILP
model, along with the knowledge of the problem properties concerning
the matrix form of the decisions variables. The intuitive property of the
problem used is that orders with shorter deadlines should be processed
first in the solution. Benchmarking analysis will test this matheuristic
as another competitive alternative to the problem.

For the problem under study, the objective function is the total
tardiness minimization; therefore, we propose a new size-reduction
strategy based on the due dates. In this innovative procedure, we split
the set of decision variables on the basis of due dates. In Fig. 3, we
describe the algorithm size-reduction with partitions (SR-𝑄). The values
of some decision variables 𝑥𝑘𝑗 are fixed as zero, reducing the number
of decision variables in the optimization process. With a reduction of
the number of decision variables, in general, there is also a reduction
in, the computational effort for the problem resolution.

Since the objective function is the total tardiness minimization, we
can use the due dates as a criterion for the size-reduction. Intuitively,
orders with small due dates should be scheduled in the first positions
of the sequence. Similarly, orders with large due dates should not be
scheduled in the first positions of the sequence.

If we are looking for the total tardiness minimization, orders with
small due dates tend to appear in the first positions of the sequence.
Similarly, orders with large due dates tend to appear in the last po-
sitions of the sequence. This information is the key feature of SR-Q
5

compared to other traditional exact methods, using the knowledge of o
Table 3
Illustration of a SR-2 variable fixing scheme.
𝐱 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 – – – – – 0 0 0 0 0
2 – – – – – 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0 0 – – – – –
4 0 0 0 0 0 – – – – –
5 – – – – – 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 0 0 – – – – –
7 – – – – – 0 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 0 0 – – – – –
9 – – – – – 0 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 0 0 – – – – –

Table 4
Illustration of a SR-3 variable fixing scheme.
𝐱 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 – – – 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 – – – 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 – – – – 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 – – –
5 0 0 0 – – – – 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 – – –
7 – – – 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 – – – – 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 – – – – 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 – – –

the problem due date to fix the variables and consequently reduce
the number of decision variables in the MILP model. Therefore, we
can exclude the possibility that orders with tight due dates appear at
the beginning of the sequence, as well as orders with large due dates,
appear at the ending of the sequence.

On the basis of the above, we develop the following strategy for
tackling the problem: the orders are divided into 𝑄 mutually exclusive
partitions taking into consideration the due dates. We set 𝑥𝑘𝑗 = 0 is the
order 𝑘 does not belong to the partition related to the position 𝑗.

We present an illustrative example with 10 orders and a due dates
vector 𝑑 = {3, 2, 5, 7, 4, 9, 2, 5, 4, 8}. For 𝑄 = 2, there are two partitions
𝑄1 = {2, 7, 1, 5, 9} and 𝑄2 = {3, 8, 4, 10, 6}. We can observe that these
partitions are divided taking into account the indices of the orders. The
next step is the variable fixing of the decision variables 𝑥𝑘𝑗 , as presented
in Table 3.

Taking into consideration the same instance, for 𝑄 = 3 we adopt
as the amount of elements 𝑁𝑞 in each partition the rounding of the
ratio 𝑞𝑛∕𝑄 minus the amount of elements in the previous partitions, as
expressed by Eq. (17), in which 𝑞 ∈ {1,… , 𝑄} is the partition 𝑞. In the
above mentioned example, we have 𝑁1 = 3, 𝑁2 = 4, and 𝑁3 = 3. Thus,

e obtain the following partitions 𝑄1 = {2, 7, 19}, 𝑄2 = {5, 9, 3, 8}, and
2 = {4, 10, 6}. Table 4 illustrates the values for the decision variables
𝑘𝑗 .

𝑞 = ⌈(𝑞𝑛∕𝑄)⌉ −
𝑞−1
∑

𝑟=1
𝑁𝑟 (17)

Based on the Tables 3 and 4, we can observe that the application
f the algorithms SR-2 and SR-3 results in a reduction of the number
f binary decision variables 𝑥𝑘𝑗 by half and third part, respectively.
herefore, the application of size-reduction with 𝑄 leads to a reduction
f the binary decision variables from de 𝑛2 para 𝑛2∕𝑞.

.2. Biased random-key genetic algorithm

The BRKGA is an evolutionary metaheuristic based on the core
oncepts of a genetic algorithm in which each solution of a given
opulation has a vector with random keys [39]. Thereby, the crossover
perator is performed in a biased way, favoring the genetic material

f the better solutions in the current population. Some of these new
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Fig. 4. Scheme for the main process of population evolution of BRKGA.
Fig. 5. Proposed decoder for the order scheduling problem.

operators of genetic algorithms and BRKGA were applied in other
metaheuristics as differential evolution [40,41]. The BRKGA was ini-
tially proposed to solve problems with a permutation encoding where
the solution can be structured as a sequence of values [42]. With
this structure, the BRKGA has been widely used in resolving produc-
tion scheduling problems, such as parallel machines [43–46], flow
shop [47–50], job shop [51–53], and open shop [54–56].

In our proposal, the BRKGA generates an initial population with 𝑝
random keys with float values between 0 and 1. A single element of
this initial population is replaced with a solution generated by the well-
known earliest due date (EDD) dispatch rule. The solution created with
the EDD is coded with random keys to be included as a valid solution
in the initial population.

Next, the BRKGA initiates its cycle of generations. Fig. 4 illustrates
the scheme for the evolution process of population  . In this process,
a decoding function converts the key vector in the total tardiness of a
given solution. Thus, all solutions in the current population are sorted
considering the values of the objective function. The number of 𝑝𝑒
better solutions is included in the elite set; thereby, they are maintained
in the next generation.

The 𝑝𝑚 worse solutions are replaced with new mutant solutions
generated using the same procedure to generate the initial population.
The remainder of the new population is inserted using crossovers 𝑝−𝑝𝑒−
𝑝𝑚 between a member of the elite set and a solution outside the elite set.
We employ the uniform crossover in which the probability of insertion
of gen from a given parent is given by 𝜌. These steps are repeated
during a given number of generations or a specified time limit. In our
proposal, only the decoding operator is problem-dependent. It must be
designed to convert the characteristics of a given solution to the format
of random keys. Thus, we can calculate the objective function value for
any decoded solution. Fig. 5 illustrates the proposed decoding scheme.

Fig. 5 illustrates a decoded solution for an instance with five orders,
generation the solution {5, 3, 4, 1, 2} in which the indices represent each
of the keys. This permutation represents the global optimal solution of
the illustrative instance presented in Section 3. Moreover, the proposed
6

decoding operator does not generate infeasible solutions for the prob-
lem under study, and the objective function can be easily calculated
with Eq. (1), (1), and (3).

Aiming to make the proposed BRKGA more robust, we perform two
strategies of diversification and intensification. For the diversification,
we adopt a restart procedure based on the objective function of the
solutions of the current population. If the worst fitness equals the
best fitness, we restart the current population. Thus, we remove the
parameter for the restart procedure, and we reset the population in
the exact iteration in which the current population lost all diversity.
This strategy for the restart procedure has obtained competitive results
for another customer order scheduling environment [21]. Concerning
the intensification, we perform every 𝐿 iterations of the BRKGA a 2-
opt local search with the best improvement policy in the best solution
of the elite set. The swap neighborhood operator is used since the
solution is a list with the order sequence, and a swap neighborhood
is a natural approach for this type of solution representation used in
many production scheduling problems [48]. Fig. 6 describes the pseu-
docode of the proposed BRKGA. Our proposal presents the following
parameters: 𝑝, 𝑝𝑒, 𝑝𝑚, 𝜌, 𝐿, 𝑔𝑒𝑛 e 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒_𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡. In Section 5 we propose
a parameter’s optimization process for BRKGA with Iterated Race for
Automatic Algorithm Configuration (IRACE) package [57].

In lines 1–9, the data structures and parameters of BRKGA are
defined. In line 10, the loop of the algorithm starts. Then, the algorithm
executes its genetic operators until the execution time or the number
of generations has not exceeded the limit. In line 11, the BRKGA
generation phases and operations are executed the same way as in
Fig. 4. In each iteration, one population evolved with crossover and
mutation operators between the elite and non-elite solutions to create
a new population for the next algorithm iteration. In lines 12–15, the
algorithm performs in each 𝐿 generation the 2-opt best improvement
local search procedure in the best solution found of population  . The
local search (line 14) uses swap neighborhood in operations list solution
representation as in Fig. 5. In lines 16–22, the BRKGA tests if the
generation found no better solution than 𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑠𝑜𝑙. If the best and worse
finesses of the current population are the same, the algorithm executes
the restart in line 18. Otherwise, the best solution is updated. Finally,
in line 25, the best solution found is returned.

5. Computational experience

This section illustrates: the process for constructing the instance
set, the performance measures, the parameter’s optimization process
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f BRKGA, the description of benchmarking algorithms, the computa-
ional results, and statistical tests performed.

We implement all the constructive heuristics as well as the matheuris
ics using Julia language (https://julialang.org/) within Atom IDE
https://atom.io/). For the pure MILP and CP model as well as the
atheuristics the commercial solver is the IBM ILOG CPLEX for MILP

nd CP Optimizer for CP (https://www.ibm.com/products/ilog-cplex-
ptimization-studio) version 12.8. We perform the computational ex-
erience on a PC with Intel Core i7-8700 CPU 3.20 GHz and 32 GB
emory. All instances and results are available at https://doi.org/10.
3140/RG.2.2.23905.17766/1.

.1. Test instances and statistics used in the computational experiments

Since the problem under study is not reported in the previous
iterature, we generate a set of test instances for the evaluation of the
nteger linear programming as well as the presented heuristics. We
dapt the procedures of Lee [9] and Framinan and Perez-Gonzalez [10]
or the random generation of the test instances:

• the processing times 𝑝𝑖𝑘 follow a uniform distribution 𝑈 [1, 100];
• the due dates 𝑑𝑘 follow a uniform distribution 𝑈 [𝑃 (1 − 𝑇𝐹 −
𝑅𝐷𝐷∕2), 𝑃 (1 − 𝑇𝐹 + 𝑅𝐷𝐷∕2)], in which 𝑃 is given by Eq. (18),
and 𝑇𝐹 and 𝑅𝐷𝐷 are factors for controlling the interval for the
variations of the due dates.

𝑃 =
∑𝑚

𝑖=1
∑𝑛

𝑘=1 𝑝𝑖𝑘𝑎𝑖𝑘
𝑚

(18)

• the missing operations matrix 𝑎𝑖𝑘 present a density 𝛩 of miss-
ing operations and is also guaranteed that there is at least one
operation for each order (in other words, ∑𝑚

𝑖=1 𝑎𝑖𝑘 ≥ 1, ∀𝑘)

For each level of parameters (𝑛 ∈ {100, 150, 200, 300}, 𝑚 ∈ {5, 10},
𝑇𝐹 ∈ {0.35, 0.65}, 𝑅𝐷𝐷 ∈ {0.35, 0.65}, and 𝛩 ∈ {60%, 80%}), a set of
10 instances are randomly generated, totaling 640 instances.

In order to compare the methods implemented, we analyze the
results obtained in the computational experiments with Relative Devi-
ation Index (RDI), as expressed in Eq. (19). The indicator RDI analyzes
7

the relative percentage deviation taking into account all the considered
methods. In Eq. (19), 𝑇 is the tardiness returned for a given method,
𝑇𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 is the best tardiness found for all the considered methods, and
𝑇𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑡 is the worst tardiness found for all the considered methods. Fram-
inan and Perez-Gonzalez [10] use this statistic for the 𝐷𝑃𝑚 → 0||𝛴𝑇
variant. For the cases in which one of the considered methods is not
able to find a feasible solution in one of the sets of instances, the results
of the whole set are removed from the analysis.

𝑅𝐷𝐼 =

{

0 𝑖𝑓 𝑇𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 = 𝑇𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑡
100 × 𝑇−𝑇𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡

𝑇𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑡−𝑇𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒 (19)

Another performance indicator used in the result analysis is the
uccess rate (SR) that analyzed the overall performance of the methods
cross all tested instances. SR is calculated as the number of times that a
iven method finds the best solution (with or without a draw) divided
y the number of test instances in a given instance set [58,59]. The
R indicator is expressed in Eq. (20), where 𝑁𝐵𝐸𝑆𝑇 is the number of

times that given method finds the best solution and 𝑁𝐼𝑁𝑆𝑇 is the total
number of instances tested.

𝑆𝑅 = 100 ×
𝑁𝐵𝐸𝑆𝑇
𝑁𝐼𝑁𝑆𝑇

(20)

5.2. Parameter’s optimization of BRKGA

The IRACE package [57] has been widely used to find the best pa-
rameters for optimization algorithms like metaheuristics or matheuris-
tics [37,60,61]. Thus, to get the most competitive parameters in the
proposed SR and BRKGA algorithms, the IRACE package was applied.
Table 5 shows the proposed values of each parameter. The Selected
Value column shows the best value obtained by IRACE, ready to be used
in the final tests. IRACE performed several runs of the algorithms with
the range of possible values for each parameter. The parameter 𝑄 is the
partitions number of fixing decision variables and the other parameters
are from BRKGA. We performed 10000 iterations of IRACE using 25%
of the evaluated test instances, which were randomly selected.

In the IRACE execution, the algorithm changes the procedure the

parameters are sampled adaptively to explore a range of parameter

https://julialang.org/
https://atom.io/
https://www.ibm.com/products/ilog-cplex-optimization-studio
https://www.ibm.com/products/ilog-cplex-optimization-studio
https://www.ibm.com/products/ilog-cplex-optimization-studio
https://doi.org/10.13140/RG.2.2.23905.17766/1
https://doi.org/10.13140/RG.2.2.23905.17766/1
https://doi.org/10.13140/RG.2.2.23905.17766/1
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Table 5
IRACE parameter range settings and resulting values.
Parameter IRACE name Range Selected value

𝑄 Q {2, 3, 5, 10} 2
𝛼 alpha {5, 10, 20} 20
𝛽 beta {5, 15, 25} 5
𝑝𝑒 pe {0.05, 0.15, 0.25} 0.25
𝑝𝑚 pm {0.15, 0.20, 0.30} 0.15
𝜌 rho {0.35, 0.55, 0.75} 0.55
𝐿 L {10, 50, 100} 50

Fig. 7. Parameters sampling frequency for SR.

values that improve the quality of the solutions generated by the opti-
mization algorithms. Therefore, the number of times IRACE selects each
possible parameter value can indicate promising regions and explain
the general behavior of the optimization algorithm when its parameter
values are modified [57]. Figs. 7 and 8 show the sampling frequency
of the values of each parameter for the developed methods SR and
BRKGA, respectively.

As BRKGA has several new parameters, it is essential to verify
the performance of each parameter with the range of values available
regarding the quality of the solutions. Therefore, the test results of the
IRACE parameters were collected, and the RDI from the best and worst
solutions found for each instance used in the calibration was calculated.
Fig. 9 illustrates the results found for each of the six BRKGA parameters.

In order to analyze the effectiveness of the local search and restart
mechanisms presented in Section 4.2, we have compared four vari-
ants of BRKGA: (i) BRKGA1 (the default BRKGA initially proposed
by Gonçalves and Resende [39]); (ii) BRKGA1 (the BRKGA with the
proposed local search); (iii) BRKGA3 (the BRKGA with the proposed
parameter-free restart procedure); and (iv) BRKGA (the proposed
8

BRKGA with local search and restart procedures). In our tests, we used
the IRACE proposed parameters in each BRKGA. Fig. 10 illustrates a
boxplot with the RDI distribution of all BRKGA tested at all instance
sizes. The tests ran on a randomly selected subset of 25% of the data
set.

Analyzing Fig. 10, the BRKGA with local search and parameter-free
restart procedure got the best results, followed by BRKGA3, BRKGA2,
and BRKGA1. In addition, we performed an ANOVA test to evaluate if
the difference in the RDI values was statistically significant. The 𝑝-value
is very close to zero. Furthermore, we performed a Tukey’s test [62] to
evaluate the statistical significance of the differences among the BRKGA
variants and show the confidence intervals in Fig. 11.

As it can be seen in both Figs. 10 and 11, it is the addition of
the specific local search and parameter-free restart mechanisms that
produce a significant improvement in the performance of the BRKGA,
particularly when both mechanisms are combined. Thus, Fig. 11 il-
lustrates that the BRKGA outperforms the classic BRKGA (the interval
does not cross the zero line) due to the new components improving
the BRKGA efficiency. In addition, the BRKGA reduces the number of
parameters to be parameterized with the new parameter-free restart
procedure. Given these results, we adopt BRKGA (the BRKGA variant
including both local search and restart mechanisms) in the subsequent
computational experiments.

5.3. Methods under comparison

For these tests we compare the proposed methods SR and BRKGA
with benchmarking methods from the literature of order scheduling
and its variants adapted for the proposed variant by us. We adopt 𝑚×𝑛

2
seconds as a time limit of each instance for each tested metaheuris-
tic [21]. We adopted the same stopping criteria for all algorithms for a
fair comparison. With this time limit, We can test if the approximation
methods obtain quality solutions with a competitive computational
times. Each of the metaheuristics tested, due to stochastic behavior,
tested were executed five times, the average value found for each
instance set is reported in the results.

We consider the following algorithms in our computational experi-
ments:

• EDD, earliest due date priority rule;
• FP algorithm, presented by Framinan and Perez-Gonzalez [10];
• NEH, a constructive algorithm from Prata et al. [21] adapted to

proposed variant;
• OMDD algorithm, presented by Lee [9];
• MILP model, presented in Section 3;
• CP model, presented in Section 3;
Fig. 8. Parameters sampling frequency for BRKGA.
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Fig. 9. Mean and confidence interval (𝛼 = 0.05) of RDI for each BRKGA parameter.
Fig. 10. RDI distribution for all BRKGA tested in all sets of instances.
Fig. 11. Tukey’s test between all BRKGA tested.
• JPO20 algorithm, proposed by Framinan and Perez-Gonzalez
[10];

• SR2, the size-reduction SR-Q (algorithm under proposition), with
the value of 𝑄 equal to 2;

• DE, the recent differential evolution for order scheduling with
setup times proposed by Prata et al. [21];

• BRKGA, the proposed metaheuristic with local search and
parameter-free restart.

We added the four benchmarking approaches as a complementary
reference (FP, NEH, OMDD and JPO20). In addition, we tested the
9

EDD method. Since BRKGA uses EDD in the initial solution as a hybrid
approach, it is possible to evaluate the improvement provided by
BRKGA on the solution generated by EDD.

For the FP, OMDD and JPO20 the same parameters used by Fram-
inan and Perez-Gonzalez [10] were considered in the tests with FP
and JPO20 receiving OMDD as initial solution of algorithm, due to its
capacity to generated competitive solution in admissible computational
times [10]. For SR2, we too add OMDD with a warm-start of MILP.
Thus, the algorithm does not fix the arcs of the OMDD solution for
the initial solution to be valid. In DE and NEH we adapt the objective
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Table 6
ARDI for all tested methods and instances sets.
n m EDD FP NEH OMDD MILP CP JPO20 SR2 DE BRKGA

100 5 97.44 52.53 43.67 9.88 4.73 2.12 5.06 5.71 11.75 0.31
10 98.86 47.91 39.88 12.56 5.42 4.92 5.64 8.66 14.73 0.30

150 5 96.04 50.41 47.55 10.06 12.71 2.75 6.30 6.80 19.44 0.25
10 98.03 50.76 43.90 11.02 15.05 5.90 9.16 8.08 26.99 0.05

200 5 92.27 46.48 48.89 10.08 23.80 3.25 8.61 7.11 24.88 0.11
10 92.86 48.08 41.49 9.76 38.67 6.28 9.28 8.03 32.61 0.12

300 5 45.21 24.03 20.97 4.98 94.97 2.04 4.86 4.34 14.33 0.03
10 49.51 25.16 19.43 5.51 97.69 4.25 5.49 4.96 20.61 0.00

Total 83.78 43.17 38.22 9.23 36.63 3.94 6.80 6.71 20.67 0.14
Table 7
ARDI for all tested methods and due dates factors.
TF RDD EDD FP NEH OMDD MILP CP JPO20 SR2 DE BRKGA

0.35 0.35 82.90 33.15 36.15 11.13 27.20 4.40 5.59 5.98 18.56 0.18
0.65 72.54 54.29 63.71 6.74 40.15 2.34 5.73 3.92 23.06 0.38

0.65 0.35 90.77 33.38 26.66 11.36 34.92 5.14 8.51 9.81 21.56 0.02
0.65 88.91 51.86 26.38 7.71 44.25 3.88 7.37 7.14 19.49 0.00

Total 83.78 43.17 38.22 9.23 36.63 3.94 6.80 6.71 20.67 0.14
function for order scheduling with missing operations and remove the
filters in local search due there are no setup times in the proposed
variant. In addition, we use the following parameters for DE: NP = 2×𝑛,
𝐺𝑦 = 25 and CR = 0.85 [21].

5.4. Results and discussion

Table 6 shows the average RDI (ARDI) of tested methods in each set
of instances. The MILP and CP found feasible solutions for all the test
instances. To analyze the performance of the tested methods with the
factors controlling the range of due dates, Table 7 illustrates the results
of the proposed methods concerning the 𝑇𝐹 and 𝑅𝐷𝐷 factors.

Due the large values of 𝑛 100 to 300 jobs, the BRKGA in all instances
reaches the time limit before reaches the iteration limit. Analyzing
Tables 6 and 7 the methods with the most competitive results (with
ARDI less than 10) are OMDD, CP, JPO20, SR2 and BRKGA. The results
prove that the pure MILP model is more effective for smaller instances,
such as 100 orders and 5 or 10 machines. On the other hand, the SR2
method is more effective for intermediate instances, between 150 and
200 orders with 5 or 10 machines. For larger instances, the use of the
OMDD heuristic proved to be more effective when compared to MILP
and SR2. For better visualization of the results, Fig. 12 illustrates a
boxplot with the RDI of all methods at all instance sizes. The Figs. 13,
14, and 15 illustrate the RDI results in a boxplot grouped by due
date factors 𝑇𝐹 and 𝑅𝐷𝐷 and density of missing operations (𝛩),
respectively. In all next charts just the best eight methods are reported
for a better visualization of results.

Overall, BRKGA obtained the best results, followed by CP, SR2 and
JPO20. Comparing the matheuristic method, CP and MILP and the
tested metaheuristics, the proposed BRKGA has the lowest interquartile
range, median, and outliers values. The methods EDD, FP, MILP and
NEH got the worst results. BRKGA achieved a significant improve-
ment on the initial EDD solution. Therefore, improving the efficient
local search and the restart operator along with BRKGA iterations can
substantially improve the solution of the priority rule. For a better
comparison, Fig. 16 illustrates the ARDI of each of the tested methods,
grouped by job size.

From Fig. 16, NEH has poor performance compared to other strate-
gies up to instance size 200, and the NEH performance with instance
size 300 has similar performance to other methods. The MILP method
works well up to an instance size of 200. At large sizes, this method
gave the worst results of all the methods. The BRKGA, SR2, and CP
methods produced competitive results for most instance sizes, and
10
Fig. 12. RDI distribution for all tested methods in all sets of instances.

Fig. 13. RDI distribution for all tested methods in all sets of instances grouped by 𝑇𝐹 .

BRKGA produced better results. To verify performance differences be-
tween the approximated methods tested, Fig. 17 illustrates the ARDI for
each of the approximated methods (matheuristics and metaheuristics).

From Fig. 17, DE has poor performance compared to other strategies
in all instance sizes with the most variability of results. In addition,
JPO20 has an ARDI of less than 10% in each instance size but is
outperformed by BRKGA, which has competitive performance between
matheuristics and metaheuristics methods with an ARDI of less than
1% in each instance size.

Figs. 16 and 17 show that BRKGA method outperforms most other
algorithms in many instance sizes, with significant differences even
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Fig. 14. RDI distribution for all tested methods in all sets of instances grouped by
𝑅𝐷𝐷.

Fig. 15. RDI distribution for all tested methods in all sets of instances grouped by
percentage of missing operations in the process times matrix (𝛩).

Fig. 16. ARDI and confidence interval (𝛼 = 0.05) for all tested methods in each job
size.

Fig. 17. ARDI and confidence interval (𝛼 = 0.05) for matheuristic and metaheuristic
methods in each job size.
11
Fig. 18. Tukey’s test between all tested methods.

within the approximate methods, primarily with average instance
sizes of 200–300, and confidence intervals that do not intersect with
most other methods. For analyzing the results of all instances in each
method, Table 8 describes SR values for each method. The BRKGA got
the best result in 84% of instance set.

To check if the differences between methods in the ARID perfor-
mance indicator are statistically significant, we applied the analysis of
variance (ANOVA). The 𝑝-value obtained is very close to zero, indi-
cating that the results are significant. Finally, we applied Tukey’s test
in Fig. 18 to the tested data to check which ARID differences are sig-
nificant between the benchmarks methods and the BRKGA algorithm.
BRKGA obtained significantly better results when compared peer-to-
peer with all other benchmarking methods, outperforming CP, MILP, SR
and the most recent metaheuristic DE (the confidence intervals of each
BRKGA comparison do not cross the zero line demonstrating significant
results).

Therefore, analyzing the results present in Tables 6 and 7 and
Figs. 12 and 16. BRKGA, CP and SR2 methods obtained better solu-
tions than all other methods with SR2 performed slightly better on
average than the JPO20 but the result is not significant in Tukey’s test.
The proposed CP model outperformed MILP, becoming the best exact
model for the problem. BRKGA outperformed all tested benchmarking
methods concerning solution quality. Therefore, BRKGA got an ARDI
as lower as 0.15% and outperformed all other exact and approximation
methods with significant solution quality in Tukey’s test. The BRKGA
is so far considered a competitive meta-heuristic for order scheduling
with missing operations and total tardiness minimization, with a good
trade-off between solution quality and admissible computational cost.

6. Final remarks and perspectives

In this paper, we investigate a new variant for the customer order
scheduling problem with missing operations to minimize the total
tardiness. We introduce an innovative size reduction algorithm with
partitions for a scheduling problem with due dates. This approach does
not take into account the processing times as the early approaches,
but an efficient partitioning of the decision variables based on the
due dates and a dispatch rule. In addition, we propose a new BRKGA
metaheuristic with an efficient 2-opt local search and a parameter-free
restart procedure.

Computational experiments with randomly generated test instances
were carried out to evaluate the performance of the proposed solution
procedures with the average relative deviation index as performance
measure. In most tested problem instances, the BRKGA approach show
the best performance, outperforming the JPO20 algorithm, the best
algorithm in the literature adapted for the variant under study and DE,
the most recent metaheuristic for a closely related variant.

Some advantages of BRKGA are an intensive local search phase
to intensity quality search and a parameter-free restart procedure to
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Table 8
Success rate for each method.

Methods EDD FP NEH OMDD MILP CP JPO20 SR2 DE BRKGA

SR (%) 0 0 0 0 4 11 0 4 0 84
reduce the number of parameters in calibration processes. However,
BRKGA has disadvantages in considering just one population at a time,
reducing the number of solutions that can be created at the same
time [42]. Another disadvantage is the lack of hybridization with
quality exact approaches, such as the CP model, for improving the
search or the initial solution construction for BRKGA.

As a suggestion for future developments, we recommend the hy-
bridization of constraint programming and metaheuristics to improve
the solutions generated by the proposed methods. Future research could
also consider other performance measures, such as the total completion
time minimization.
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